
MOL Formoil FL H2
mould release oil

MOL Formoil FL H2 is a formwork separating auxiliary material containing additives that prevent sticking and
corrosion. It prevents sticking of concrete element to the template, thus making the removal and cleaning of the
formwork easier. It provides temporary corrosion protection to steel templates between later applications. If the
thickness of the lubricating layer applied to the template is greater than required, oily stains may occur on the
concrete elements. The auxiliary material can be applied also on hot templates (80 - 90 °C).

Application

Manufacturing of concrete products

Manufacturing of rod-like products

Manufacturing of concrete products

Manufacturing of rod-like products

Features and benefits

Application specific compositionPrevents moulded material from getting stuck to the mould
Quick and easy stripping without damaging edges and vertices

Prevents moulded material from getting stuck to the mould
Quick and easy stripping without damaging edges and vertices

Application specific composition

Easy to lay on surfacesApplication to the mould surface is possible by spraying, rolling or
brushing

Application to the mould surface is possible by spraying, rolling or
brushing

Easy to lay on surfaces

Good flow propertiesApplicable both outdoors and indoorsApplicable both outdoors and indoorsGood flow properties

Good corrosion protectionPrevents rusting of mould elements and increases their lifetimePrevents rusting of mould elements and increases their lifetimeGood corrosion protection

Economical useSpecific lubricant demand: 50-80 m2/kg, depending on the lubrication
technology and the mould material

Specific lubricant demand: 50-80 m2/kg, depending on the lubrication
technology and the mould material

Economical use

Specifications and approvals

ISO-L-BISO-L-B

Properties

Properties Typical values

light yellow, clearAppearance

0,861Density at 15°C [g/cm3]

20,9Kinematic viscosity at 40°C [mm2/s]

-12Pour point [°C]

195Flash point (Cleveland) [°C]

The characteristics in table are typical values of the product and do not constitute a specification.

Storage and handling instructions

Store in the original container in dry, properly ventilated area. Keep away from direct flame and other sources of
ignition. Protect from direct sunlight.
During transport, storage and use of the product follow the work safety instructions and environmental regulations
relating to mineral oil products.
For further details please read the Material Safety Data Sheet of the product.
In the original container under the recommended storage conditions: 36 months
Recommended storage temperature: max. 40°C
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MOL Formoil FL H2
mould release oil

Ordering information

Custom Tariff Number  27101999

SAP code and packaging:
MOL Formoil FL H2 170KG 216.5 l steel drum13009377

Order booking:

Please contact your local distributor or sales partner for ordering details.
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